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Editor's notes

Thank you everyone who has sent material for this edition of our Newsletter.

For those of you who did not get your articles to me, or having sent them, did
not get them into this edition, please do not despair, there will be another News-
letter in the summer; Lance (our new ‘other’ Editor) will testing his skills in his
First Edition; the more material you give him the more exciting edition you will
get to read. Please do send photos with, or without an Article.

Please send material to news@edenvalleyctc.org.uk .

Nigel L

In this edition you will see:

1. The Fred Looms Large (an Article by Cathy G before the Fred; photos
Cathy and Ian L)

2. Results of our ‘Captions’ item in our last Newsletter

3. Notes From A Small Holiday City (Les M, photos President, Chris R)

4. A meeting with Dick Phillips (Nigel L)

5. The Fred – from the supporter’s point of view! (Alison S)

6. Notes, Views and News
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1. The Fred Looms Large: (written before the event by Cathy G, photos
from the rides)

CTC Eden Valley Cumbria has 6 lucky/brave/silly members with entries for the
Fred Whitton Challenge on the 11th May. Susan B, Keith G, Cathy G (me), Nigel
L, John R and Ivan W will all be able to enjoy/slog/suffer 112 miles from Gras-
mere taking in the climbs of Kirkstone, Honister, Newlands, Whinlatter, Hard-
knott & Wrynose passes – let’s not mention Holbeck Lane, Matterdale, Fangs
Brow, Irton Pike and Cold Fell…..

I’d have to say that I was rather a reluctant entrant to this event but was encour-
aged/persuaded/pressured/coerced into registration. My application was most
kindly completed by ‘supportive household member’ on my behalf, and I spent
the next few weeks hoping that odds would be stacked against my entry being se-
cured. However, rather strangely, once the pla-
ces started being offered I found myself feeling
anxious in case I didn’t have a place! Perhaps a
case of not being able to have something mak-
ing it more desirable or sheer stupidity, who
knows? Anyway, I was somewhat aghast when
my place was confirmed and, as ‘supportive
household member’ did not have a place at this
stage, it seemed ‘rude not to’. I was also reas-
suringly advised that I would be fine as we had
two training weeks booked. Somewhat puzzled, I was advised that ‘Yes – we
have a week in Altea and a week in Filey’. Silly me – I thought these were my
holidays.

Thank goodness for CTC Eden Valley Cum-
bria – we have an unofficial but rather zeal-
ous ‘coach’ and have almost enjoyed the
training rides, on occasions. Other club mem-
bers have joined in these rides and some have
been so enthused that they have picked up en-
tries themselves, bringing the total to 6. Ha!
It almost feels like a normal everyday thing to
do.
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One ride leader kindly enabled 3 of the en-
trants to experience a ride from Filey where we
cycled 37 miles to elevenses – superb practice
for the event where the first feed station is 50
miles in. His kindness knows no limits, so
thank you to Geoff A. The most serious hurdle
ahead will be how to get up at 4.30am next
Sunday morning and set out riding from Gras-
mere at 6 am.

The truth is that the way the club rides have risen to the occasion – we six are
glad we’ve got a place on the Fred Whitton – it’ll give us a rest from the 11th May
Sunday Club Ride (particularly as Geoff is leading it!).

Cathy

2. Photo Captions:

1.

Captions

‘I just said abracadabra and Cathy vanished
and ..’

‘.. and Ian was heard to say “why does Keith
get all the best chicks” ’

‘If Orville and I get this tandem, Ludo, Or-
ville will have to go on the back’

‘How dare you - I SO did NOT try to duck
my round , sir!’
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2.

Captions

‘The organisers of the Fred Whitton 2013
were dismayed to find that they had punctu-
red before the start.’

‘I told them they’d need someting bigger than
a bike pump to blow the thing up’

‘Riders in the 2013 Fred Whitton felt deflated
earlier than expected’

3.

Captions:

‘Is this wise’

‘Bring me sunshine’

‘Spot the Comedian?’

3. Notes From A Small Holiday City (Les M)

Our smart houses at ex-Butlins The Bay
near Filey for EV’s 2014 annual away week
were in a newish holiday village about the
size of Dalston! Houses for sale, 120k to half
a million! Annual maintenance charge, wait
for it - £4k!

Maybe not as communally social as previous
years, some pads 10 minutes toddle away. So
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hopefully others will write up their perspectives and anecdotes.

Greater range of rides so far less on each than the normal two rides of previous
years.

A few of us weren’t brave (foolish?) enough to go on what we used to term ‘nor-
mal’ rides, not wishing to be under pressure, knackered and slowing down our
Fred Whitton trainees on their carbon bikes, so opted for more ‘average’ offer-
ings!

Rachel led a moderate 55 mile ride first day; turned out be an immoderate 74
miles, including a few mislayings.

The delight of route finding the ‘old’ way,
blocking up junctions whilst pouring over old
fashioned maps, getting lost occasionally
(e.g. the 360 loop of one of the villages). So
much more old fashioned fun than your clini-
cal GPS navigating!

Negligible (cycle related) wind all week - re-
member Shilbottle gales last year?

And practically no rain despite a morbid fore-
cast for Thursday.

Eden Camp near Malton attracted a few EV’s. WW2 and other wartime ‘stuff’ in
a couple of dozen Nissan huts - a superb 3 hours whatever your views on strife,
great cafe and thoroughly recommended for just over a fiver - concessions that
is!

Takeaway fish and chips - more like whale & chips; no wonder most of the local
population are - umm - a trifle large.

Best value breakfast? The bikers/ transport cafe
Rachel found on her ipad app - full breakfast in
an 8” bun for under £3. Three eggs in buns drip-
ping yoke over your lycra - about £2. No wonder
bikers are - umm a trifle large (Editor’s note of
biker’s insecurity - ‘am I umm a trifle large?’).
We cyclists reckon we can burn these calories
off though .....
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A few sampled the on site pub, quite OK
though occasionally busy. One independent
houseful enjoyed a meal there whilst the other
30+ enjoyed the conviviality of a good and co-
pious meal together in our own room at a pub
a mile away.

Local Wolds lanes surrounded by heady smel-
ling snuffle inducing rape fields are easy cy-
cling if a bit samey; could be picked up and
dumped 5 miles further and looks identical.
Coastal stuff, fringes of the Dalby forest and lumpier Wolds 25 miles west sceni-
cally more fun. Mike (with CJ and Karen) even drove the 50 mile round trip for
lumpier cycling.

Wonderful coastal scenery, especially the chalk cliffs at Bempton RSPB reserve
between us and Bridlington, with various sea budgies (including graceful gan-
nets and squawky kittiwakes) performing aerial acrobatics. Best enjoyed on foot
rather than on a bike though!

Best ride (for me) Rachel’s - well we all chipped in with routes and navigating -
up the steep hills at the eastern edge of Dalby forest, Boggle Hole for lunch in
quirky YHA cafe, cinder track to Scarborough, tea in the slightly faded Grand
Hotel and back for hopefully someone else doing the cooking that night.

News of the Langwathby bunch: Peter slept in Pam’s bed after her hubby had
gone home and something about a red light and a couple of knobs. Mind you,
thinking about it, Pam had gone home with hubby by then.

4. A meeting with Dick Phillips: (Nigel L)

I went to see Dick to get his answers to our usually formatted series of questions;
I failed. Dick has been cycling far too long with many too many stories to tell to
be so confined. I could have stayed longer but I would have ended with material
for a book.

the social evening in the pub
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I asked about his early recollections of cycling, ‘when
he started cycling seriously’. It was when he was 12
years old. He rode to Leatherhead and back following
the 65 bus route, a ride of 40 odd miles. He did not
think his parents were impressed enough so he went
out and did it again and then again, and again and
again until he found, eventually, he enjoyed cycling.

I asked ‘what is your favourite cycling holiday?’ He
struggled with this, not at all unreasonably, I thought.
There must have been so many, of so many different
types. He spoke of cycling in 1939, leaving London on
a Sunday when there were Clubs of 15 or 20 members
riding with tandems and sidecars, as many Clubs as
cars.

He talked of London ‘before the War if you went out
for a ride on a wet day you would find little bits of
straw up under the back of the seat, .... you may not
have seen a horse all day but there was the evidence
of the horsedrawn transport in the city then.’

I asked about his racing: he spoke of his local
club and he being a ‘League man’; he had very little
chance of track racing which he enjoyed; he has
done maybe 8 track meets; Keith J was at some of
them. He used to race on wooden rims. They were
cheap as they were going out of fashion. He thought
most were made of maple. He used wood rims for
racing till he got alloy rims in about 1997, though on
reflection he thought it might have been later than
that.

Touring ? was answered by ‘The first time I toured Scotland I rode with a fixed
wheel and a wooden rim on the front; up to north of Scotland and back round
Loch Lomond. I kept coming across all sorts of cyclists. 1953 was the last time
A roads which were not tarmced. I had to plan where to stay in the north and
west cycling on a Saturday unless I was prepared to stay for two nights’ (Sunday
observance).

Camping: ‘I did not start camping till 1955 when I went to Iceland. I took a tent

a bicycle made for
strength (for Iceland)

Dick, slightly younger
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and could live in it for as long as I wanted. (It was made of) Egyptian cotton.
Cooking was on a primus.’

Club rides ? ‘Long runs always had a bit of “rough stuff” in them’ (as we found
when Alison and I went on his introductory ride in 2009!).

Favourite bicycle / developments in cycling: ‘all decent cyclists rode fixed
wheel; I rode fixed all year including touring abroad.’

And then we started to talk about Iceland. I have to go back and see, hear more
of this especially. He said he wanted to to talk to the Club on a Social evening
(similar to the one we had last November). I hope he does.

5. The Fred – from the supporter’s point of view! (Alison S)

You might be fed up with hearing about the Fred – and so might I, with more
reason than most of you – but I thought the story of the support vehicle was one
that might be worth the telling.

Saturday 10 May – the day of registration – was wet. I found a multitude of tasks
to keep Nigel’s mind off the ordeal ahead of him by sending him off to the Cul-
gaith art exhibition in the morning and, in the evening, going to see the live
screening of the opera ‘Cenerentola’.

‘The Freds’ had agreed to meet around registration at 2 pm – the first top tip
was noticing that Cathy had arrived at Grasmere sports field in wellies. We
drank tea, ate cake, exchanged phone numbers and worked out where to meet
next day.

With the alarm set for 3 am on Sunday 11 May, I think I managed about 2 hours
sleep before breakfast and we were on the road by 4.15 and at the Grasmere car
park meeting place by 5.15 where we met Keith Cathy and Ivan who handed over
supplies – food and clothes – they thought they might need during the day.

I approached the sports field, excited at the prospect of seeing 2000 cyclists –
but, of course, there weren’t 2000 as the organisers rely on the fact that not
everyone starts and finishes together.
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The gates were opened before 6 and our valiant band of four quickly sped across
the start line. John followed shortly after while Sue waited until the rain had
eased off before taking to the road.

I sped north in the van to my first support
stop – the layby on the A66 just west of the
turning from Matterdale End, close to the
pub at Troutbeck. I arrived about the same
time as a very heavy shower – a feature of
the day. I raised the van roof and got the food
organised for easy access and was taken by
surprise when the first two cyclists whizzed
past at 7.24. Lance arrived soon afterwards
and not long after that the red Lupo carrying
John’s family of supporters and supplies.

Although resolved not to cycle together, but to let each of them find their own
pace, Ivan, Keith and Nigel all arrived together at 8.02. Fortunately having a full
and very large thermos helped me to dispense the drinks quickly with Nigel and
Keith setting out within 10 minutes of their arrival and Ivan soon after, just as
Cathy arrived. This was a very business-like stop for all of them.

Cathy left at 8.25 – John had visited and left his support team before Keith and
Nigel – but I hadn’t seen Sue and had said I would stay in position until 9.30.
Fortunately the weather improved and we even had some sunshine as I sounded
a bike horn in encouragement as the cyclists continued to stream past. They
seemed to appreciate it.

As I set off there was another very heavy shower – surely enough to dampen the
spirits of our brave band. It took me 40 minutes on the A roads to find my way
through to Lamplugh where I set up by the church wondering if I could have a
bit of a kip. It didn’t happen! First of all, the first 2 cyclists had already gone
through at 9.45 (!), secondly there were lots of cars parked outside the church
where a service was taking place and, thirdly, I met a thoroughly pleasant chap
called Andy who was standing outside his car and applauding everyone as they
cycled past. It seemed churlish not to join him. After an early lunch (it was a
long time since breakfast) and refilling the thermos flask, I was out cheering on
the cyclists.
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Ivan and Keith arrived at 11.43 – I
hadn’t been expecting them until 12 –
with Nigel just two minutes behind. At
this stage they had done about 70 miles
and still had 42 to go. They all seemed
pleased to stop, this time for 10 to 15
minutes – Keith has said he thinks this
is the most important support stop, be-
fore the rigours of Cold Fell.

Other people were clearly struggling,
too, with a couple of people dropping out while I waited and being collected by
their own support vehicles.

Cathy arrived about an hour later. She had had a horrendous ride up Whinlatter
in torrential rain and was clearly wondering why she was doing it. She didn’t
seem at all sure how she was going to get up Cold Fell, but giving up is not in her
nature and, after a slightly longer stop, she was back on the road again.

Thinking this was the end of my support tasks, I set off towards Grasmere but
another torrential shower had me turning round to head for Calder Bridge. Ac-
cording to Keith, this had been a scene of desolation the previous year with a
vast number of people dropping out. I hadn’t realised that although it was only
about 13 miles for the cyclists, the road route, via Frizington, Cleator Moor and
Egremont, was considerably longer. I landed in the parking area outside the vil-
lage hall at almost the same time as Cathy, grinning and requesting a photo of
her with the two pleasant young men who had helped her repair a puncture in
her back tyre. She assured me she was ‘good to go’.

My journey was not wasted at all, as I found my own pleasant young man who
was in need of rescuing. Rory, from somewhere south of Glasgow, was suffering
knee problems and was hugely relieved that I could take him and his bike back
to the start.

Unfortunately I wasn’t in time to greet the first of the EVCTC team to cross the
line. Fortunately Neil was there to do it instead. I found a space for the van and
sloshed through the mud (thanks for the tip, Cathy) to find the others and work
out which queue was for the certificate, which for the meal and which for the or-
dinary tea and cake – wonderful supplies from Grasmere school which appar-
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ently made them as much money as they usually get in a full year of fund-rais-
ing! We met up with John and his family and all joined together to greet a weary
Cathy as she crossed the line. Sue, having set off later, came in soon afterwards –
all the sheep safely home!

6. Notes and News and Views

1. Club post Easter week away: Ian and Dallas B have organised this for
several years; we have had some wonderful venues both for cycling and enjoying
the social side of things. I am not alone in being expremely grateful to them for
taking this on. We now face the prospect of a new era as they are handing this
on - but to who ? Or, do we do something new ?

Our President says:

‘....... I certainly think that we should show our appreciation of Dallas and Ian's
hard work.
I chatted to Ian ..... and he says that we really should start thinking about next
year's week away now.

My opinion is that we should use previous venues such as Newton Stewart on a
rotation basis rather than seeking out new places, unless there is someone who
has the time to do in depth research.

Would it be an idea for us all to have a good ponder, talk about it on rides and
then make a final decision in August (committee meeting 5th August).

The other question is, of course, do we have an organiser?’

Please let your committee know what you think - put it on the blog, email or just
speak to us.

2. Cycle Maintenance: several members have a lot of experience in
cycle maintenance. It may be said of many of us that we have ‘experience of the
need for cycle maintenance’. For my part, I would like to know how to change
my gear cables. It is proposed to hold some small workshops at the AGM this
year, run by members. Please let us know if you would like to run one or learn
some skills (and if so what you want to learn to do).
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3. Forthcoming events:

Tour de France: Keith G is going organise a cycle ride on Saturday 5th July
2014 to watch the Tour de France go by.

4. Summary of EV committee meeting held on Thursday, 1 May, at
Filey

1. Cycle maintenance: Members would be encouraged to talk to other
members about cycle maintenance issues. It was also agreed that we would pro-
vide some hands on maintenance experience at the AGM. This might be in the
form of short workshops on requested maintenance issues.

2. £1.00 club fee: It was agreed that members who have paid a £1.00 have
priority at club events.

3. Café stop: The Smithy, Caldbeck is mentioned in the CTC café entries and
Karen would pass a copy to them.

4. New Ride Leaders: Peter Koch- Osborne is now registered as a ride lea-
der. Peter and Rosemary Koch-Osborne are willing to provide some easy short
rides between 10 – 20 miles. Geoff would put a note on the rides page to let peo-
ple know about these easy rides when they begin. CJ would include a note in the
information he sends out to 17 bike shops etc.

5. Be specific on ride descriptions: It is important to put clear, specific
details regarding pace and terrain on the runs list and on the Blog. While the
mileage gives a clue, members who are in doubt of their ability to undertake the
ride must phone the leader before attending the ride.

6. AOB: All members be alert and make contact with regular riders when
they have not been seen for a few weeks.

7. Next meeting: takes place at CJ’s, Calthwaite on Tuesday 5 August at
6.30pm. All members are encouraged to talk to any of the committee members
or email Karen with any points they would like to be raised.
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